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Abstract—To facilitate front-line teachers to provide more efficient cases for 
classroom teaching activities in limited teaching time, it is necessary to conduct 
clustering analysis of online teaching cases. The existing clustering study on text-
based teaching resources focuses on the representation and fusion of different 
views of texts and the discovery of consistent clustering allocation, and ignores 
the high-dimensional sparsity of text data. To this end, this paper studies clus-
tering analysis of online teaching cases and evaluation of teaching results. This 
paper gives the design flow of online teaching with case teaching as the core and 
proposes a text multi-view clustering algorithm based on case subject alignment, 
and presents a clustering model structure based on subject alignment. Based on 
the grey system theory, this paper compares online classroom teaching results 
before and after teachers use clustering algorithm to process teaching cases. 
Finally, the experimental setup is given, and the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm is verified by experiment.

Keywords—online teaching, case teaching method, clustering analysis, 
evaluation of teaching results

1 Introduction

Along with the deepening of the new round of higher education curriculum reform 
and STEAM educational idea, case teaching method which emphasizes the interdisci-
plinary teaching idea, has become a hot topic in current higher education research [1–4]. 
Case teaching method is practiced by front-line teachers in colleges and universities in 
various disciplines, especially in the open and interactive online teaching application 
scenarios where the teaching method is more flexible [5–11]. Compared with other 
teaching methods, case teaching method boasts three advantages: First, it encourages 
students to think independently; second, it guides students to focus on ability instead of 
knowledge; third, it attaches importance to two-way communication [12–15]. To facili-
tate front-line teachers to provide more efficient cases for classroom teaching activities 
in limited teaching time, it is necessary to conduct clustering analysis of online teaching 
cases, and maximize the advantages of case teaching method, so as to further improve 
online teaching results.
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Xiao [16] puts forward a comprehensive research case teaching based on Moodle 
teaching system. It analyzes the application of Moodle teaching system in teaching 
under the six sigma management method, and establishes an object learning system 
under dynamic environment by means of modularization, interactive analysis and 
research-based case teaching model. Taking the aesthetic link of vocational quality 
course in colleges and universities as an example, the concrete teaching mode is 
designed. Wang [17] analyzes the application of case teaching method in the teaching 
of business management. This paper combines experimental comparison method and 
questionnaire method to study, and finds that the traditional teaching model cannot meet 
the needs of modern business management teaching. The experimental result shows 
that the experimental group by case teaching method has been significantly improved 
in all aspects. The traditional case teaching method and micro teaching method need 
face-to-face communication between teachers and students, which has temporal and 
spatial limitations. WeChat, as a mobile learning platform, can break through the lim-
itations of teaching time and space and realize the diversification of teaching methods. 
In literature [18], the beneficial complementation of the WeChat platform with case 
teaching method and micro teaching method not only stimulates students’ learning 
interest and stimulates their enthusiasm, but also improves students’ self-learning abil-
ity, comprehensive analysis ability and clinical thinking ability in the application of 
laboratory teaching, which is worth popularizing and applying in laboratory practice 
teaching. Case teaching method is an effective teaching method to cultivate students’ 
ability and improve their quality. Through computer-aided technology, designers can 
express themselves through a new form of artistic expression, which brings profound 
changes to the aesthetics and thinking of artistic design. Hao [19] suggests that science 
and technology should be combined with artistic connotation, which will promote the 
sustainable development of computer-aided artistic design. Case teaching method is to 
choose a typical case teaching method according to the needs of teaching objectives 
and contents, in order to better carry out artistic design teaching. In literature [20], a 
descriptive and analytical approach is used in a specific case study in which freshmen 
majoring in architecture are divided into three different teaching strategies in a design 
studio, namely, model making, sketch drawing and combination of the two. The result 
shows that physical model plays an important role in the development of students’ per-
formance in the whole project design process.

The existing clustering study on text-based teaching resources focuses on the rep-
resentation and fusion of different views of texts and the discovery of consistent clus-
tering allocation, and ignores the high-dimensional sparsity of text data. At the same 
time, there are few researches on the innovation of the algorithm of enhanced text view 
representation learning. Attaching semantic information to a text view sample is a key 
way to obtain the key characteristics of a text view, and the existing methods do not 
explore the complete semantic and structural information to obtain a good clustering 
allocation effect. For this reason, this paper takes English online teaching as an example 
to study clustering analysis of online teaching cases and evaluation of teaching results. 
In Chapter 2, this paper presents the online teaching design flow with case teaching as 
the core. Besides, this paper proposes a text multi-view clustering algorithm based on 
case subject alignment to solve the problem that the traditional clustering algorithm 
ignores the inconsistency of different views in the data structure of text-based teach-
ing resources. Then a clustering model structure based on subject alignment is given. 
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In Chapter 3, based on the grey system theory, this paper compares online classroom 
teaching results before and after teachers use clustering algorithm to process teaching 
cases. Finally, the experimental setup is given, and the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm is verified by experiment.

2 Text clustering algorithm of online teaching cases

Fig. 1. Teaching design flow centered on case teaching

The teaching design centered on case teaching consists of three steps: Case decon-
struction, classification of knowledge points and online teaching design. Through 
decomposition of logical structure and decomposition of knowledge content, teaching 
case deconstruction divides the knowledge points that need to be taught into three types: 
declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge and strategic knowledge. Students can 
complete the learning of different types of knowledge through online self-learning and 
testing, discussion and testing, teaching and testing, and teachers can complete the case 
teaching design by designing the above teaching links. Figure 1 shows the teaching 
design flow centered on case teaching. It can be seen from the figure that clustering 
analysis of teaching cases is very important for teachers to design case teaching.

In most existing text-based teaching resources, the idea of most clustering algo-
rithms is to first learn the fixed feature representation of a single sample, and then 
cluster based on the similarity of the learned feature representation. This clustering 
idea ignores the inconsistency in data structure of different views of text-based teaching 
resources, which leads to difficult algorithm convergence and poor clustering perfor-
mance. To solve the above problems, the constructed clustering algorithm need to be 
able to autonomously learn the structural features of different views from text-based 
teaching resources, so as to better deal with sample sets of different length and different 
display forms. In order to improve the clustering effect of online teaching cases, this 
paper proposes a text multi-view clustering algorithm based on case subject alignment. 
A subject inference network based on variational self-encoder is constructed to explore 
and learn the data structure of teaching cases through deep variational inference, and to 
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output the feature representation of the subject to which the cases belong. At the same 
time, a strategy-based supplementary generation network is built to simultaneously 
supervise the subject learning and clustering allocation under different views of online 
teaching cases.

Fig. 2. Network structure of global text-level subject inference for online teaching cases

For multi-view text data of online teaching cases A = {au}U
u=1, the subject feature 

information under different views of online teaching cases is extracted by multi-channel 
input. Figure 2 shows the network structure of global text-level subject inference for 
online teaching cases. In order to infer the subject representation of the complete view 
structure of online teaching cases, it is necessary to complete the alignment of hidden 
layer representation of different view bodies of online teaching cases, which is com-
pleted by the alignment operator based on the attention mechanism introduced in this 
paper. Sub-view local subject learning module and global text-level subject inference 
are the main components of the subject inference network based on the variational 
self-encoder. In the first module, the views of online teaching cases are indepen-
dent of each other, and the data flow is the same as the depth variation generation 
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model framework. Assuming that the original text representation of the current view 
of online teaching cases is represented by au, the activation function of encoder por-
tion of the view u is represented by hu

o, the following formula the inference network 
(wu(cu|au)):λ corresponding to each view u of online teaching cases.
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After linear mapping of f u, λu and logφu can be obtained, and a posteriori distribution 
w(cu|au) can be constructed. The potential subject representation of the current view of 
online teaching cases can be further obtained through re-sampling as shown below:

 c w c ao
u u u~ ( | )  (2)

An alignment module is for fusing views and capturing overall structure informa-
tion, the input of which is the view subject representation set Co = {cu

o}
U
u=1 obtained by 

traversing all views of online teaching cases. Assuming that the learning global text-
level representation variable is represented by ch and the alignment operator is repre-
sented by ALAT(), the following formula gives an expression for the alignment process:

 c ALAT Ch o= ( )  (3)

The alignment of view subjects of online teaching cases is the key to the applica-
tion of the global text-level subject inference module in different views. The subject 
alignment of view subspace structure representation of online teaching cases is to fuse 
all view feature representations of the extracted online teaching cases. Similar to the 
self-attention mechanism in BERT algorithm, the Key, Query and Value of the align-
ment operator based on the attention mechanism introduced by the algorithm are rep-
resented by K, Q and V. The following gives three detailed steps for subject alignment:

1. Calculate a similarity quantization value between view feature representations 
SIM(Q,Ki), iϵ{1,2,…,V};

2. Empower the views of online teaching cases μi = softmax(SIM(Q,Ki)), i ϵ (1,2,…,V};
3. Calculate ch=∑iμi*V and output the alignment result.

In the multi-view generation module of online teaching cases, in order to obtain 
view semantics as much as possible on the premise of making full use of the potential 
subject representation of the current view, this paper introduces the global subject rep-
resentation obtained through learning. In addition, each text view of online teaching 
cases is generated by a two-layer neural network. Assuming that the global text-level 
subject representation is ch, the learned local view-level subject is represented by cu

o, 
and the fusion strategy of ch and cu

o is represented by ε, the following formula gives an 
expression for generating a view-level subject representation cu

e for each text view u of 
online teaching cases based on the first layer of neural network:

 c c ce
u

h o
u� � ( , )  (4)
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Assuming that the fusion parameters are represented by βh and βo, the fusion strategy 
expression is:

 � � �( , )c c c ch o
u

h h o o
u� � � �  (5)

The second layer of neural network is used to generate an online teaching case text 
with multiple views. It is assumed that one-hot representation of each word is au

i, the 
reconstructed output of the algorithm generation part is represented by âu

i. For each 
word au

i in the u-th view of the current online teaching case text a, the following is its 
generating process expression:
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Assuming that the number of words in the current text view u of online teaching 
cases is represented by Mu, and the target distribution of the view u is represented by 
MFu(cu), the optimization target of the algorithm can be given by:
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Fig. 3. Clustering model structure based on subject alignment
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In order to obtain the mapping of low-dimensional subject distribution of views of 
online teaching cases in high-dimensional text space in low-dimensional text space, 
this paper constructs a clustering model based on subject alignment based on the deep 
variational generation model. Figure 3 shows the clustering model structure based on 
subject alignment. This model carries out subject alignment and feature fusion for 
multi-view information of online teaching cases. The self-supervised clustering layer 
in the model performs text clustering allocation after the model completes the learning 
of global text-level subject representation. According to the structural feature of the 
model, random noise may be introduced when the model conducts probability distribu-
tion inference and re-sampling, which makes the fine-tuning of the mapping of subject 
features of different levels uncertain. To realize the learning of the contribution of dif-
ferent views of online teaching cases to the consistent clustering and ensure the robust-
ness of the model to the random sampling of local sub-view of online teaching case 
text. The proposed clustering algorithm based on subject alignment sets constraints for 
the potential representation of sub-views.

Based on the number of class clusters of a given online teaching case sample set, the 
optimization objective of the proposed clustering algorithm is divided into a cluster-
ing soft allocation of global text-level presentation Wh and a clustering soft allocation 
of local sub-view-level presentation {Wu}U

u=1. The target distribution generated by Wh 
corresponding to the current online teaching case sample is T distribution. KL diver-
gence is denoted by Γ(). Thus, this paper first calculates the difference between Wh and 
T distribution, then calculates the difference between {Wu}U

u=1 and T distribution, and 
constructs the loss function of the algorithm by the sum of the two kinds of differences.

 LOSS T W T Wh u
u

u

� ��� �( || ) ( || )�  (8)

As can be seen from the above formula, T distribution is defined by Wh, and ch can 
be obtained by processing the partial sub-view set Co of online teaching cases based 
on the alignment operator. Therefore, the self-training process based on multi-view 
data of online teaching cases can be regarded as the minimization process of loss 
function value.

3 Evaluation of teaching results based on grey system

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed clustering algorithm for online teaching 
cases, this paper compares the online classroom teaching results before and after teach-
ers use the clustering algorithm based on the grey system theory. The grey relational 
degree evaluation has a low requirement for research samples and a small amount of 
calculation, so it can carry out multi-layer complex evaluation, thus realizing quantita-
tive description of the development and change of the object and comparative study of 
the relational degree among the evaluation indexes. Based on the correlation and evolu-
tion law of uncertain evaluation index data in the online classroom teaching results, the 
problems in the implementation of case teaching method and online teaching classroom 
can be identified, which is helpful for teachers to improve teaching strategies step by 
step and finally to promote teaching efficiency and quality.
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The specific calculation steps of the grey relational degree evaluation method are 
described in detail as follows:

Assuming that there are m influence factors of online teaching classroom teaching 
results, each factor has n index sequences, and the original index data sequence is n × m,  
the expression is given in the following formula:
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Based on the following formula, the index data are treated with dimensionless 
method:
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a
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The comparison sequence and reference sequence of the evaluation index are given 
by:

 a a a aj m0 01 02 0= ( , , , )' ' '  (11)
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The correlation coefficient between the comparison sequence and reference sequence 
can be calculated by the following formula:
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Assuming that the absolute difference between Ai and A0 corresponding to the j-th 
index is represented by |a'

0j−a'
ij|, the maximum absolute difference between the two lev-

els is represented by maximaxi|a
'
0j−a'

ij|, and the resolution coefficient is ε ϵ (0,1], the fol-
lowing formula is the calculation formula of the correlation coefficient of data treated 
with dimensionless method:
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The correlation coefficient of each index and its corresponding weight can be further 
calculated for the relational degree by the following formula:
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Based on the ascending order of the relational degree value, the quality of the eval-
uation index reference sequence can be judged.

4 Experimental setup

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed clustering algorithm, this paper 
takes English online teaching scene as an example to design a contrast experiment 
for multi-view text clustering, including two aspects: multi-view generation of online 
teaching cases and multi-view clustering of online teaching cases.

In the clustering model constructed in this paper, two MLP hidden neural layers with 
hidden units of different number are set in each view channel. The activation function 
used in the neural layer is ReLU function, which is parameterized as λu, φu, f u

o and fh. In 
the multi-view supplementary generation network of online teaching cases, ch and cu

o 
can be processed with splicing strategy according to the difference of supplementary 
strategy, i.e., cu

e = [ch,c
u
o]. The dimension of cu

e can be set as L, and the fusion parameters 
βh and βo are initialized as 0.5. Compared with other reference algorithms limited by the 
number of views participating in the experiment, the proposed algorithm can process 
all views of online teaching cases at the same time without treating each view as a sin-
gle sample set, which is the biggest performance advantage of this algorithm.

This paper evaluates the performance of view generation of all algorithms based on 
perplexity. Assuming that the total number of online teaching cases in the sample is 
denoted by M, the length of the i-th text is denoted by K, and the generation probability 
of sample x is expressed by GO(a) = ∫GO(a|c)GO(c)dc, the following formula is to 
calculate the parameter:

 PER
M K

a
i

i
i

� �
�

�
��

�

�
���exp logGO1 1 ( )  (16)

5 Experimental result and analysis

The algorithms involved in the contrast experiment are DeepWalk algorithm, DNGR 
algorithm and SGNS algorithm, respectively corresponding to the contrasts algorithms 
1, 2, 3. In this paper, standardized mutual information is used as the evaluation index to 
evaluate the clustering performance of clustering algorithm. Figure 4 shows the conver-
gence of different clustering algorithms intuitively. It can be seen from the figure that 
the index values of all algorithms increase rapidly with the increase of iteration, and the 
convergence speed of the algorithm in this paper is slightly slower than that of other 
algorithms mainly because the number of parameters of the algorithm in this paper is 
obviously larger than that of other algorithms. When the number of iterations reaches 
about 30, the algorithm in this paper tends to be stable and the performance index value 
reaches the optimum.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of different clustering algorithms

Table 1. Comparison of text generation performance of online teaching case sample set

Sample Set 1 Sample Set 2 Sample Set 3

View 1 View 2 View 1 View 2 View 1 View 2

DeepWalk 692 697 1623 1474 3417 2341

DNGR 714 603 1815 1692 4251 4628

SGNS 435 514 1429 1358 3069 2951

Algorithm in this paper 362 581 1302 1075 3847 2047

Table 1 shows the comparison result of text generation performance of different 
algorithms for online teaching case sample set. As can be seen from the table, com-
pared with all contrast algorithms, SGNS algorithm and the algorithm in this paper have 
achieved better results. The performance improvement of the algorithm in this paper 
is more obvious on the sample set 2 where the two views are more related. The main 
reason is that the algorithm in this paper emphasizes learning consistent global text-
level subject representation while strengthening the extraction of common features of 
local sub-view-level representation of online teaching cases. Due to the particularity of 
sample set 3, the difference in perplexity of DeepWalk and the algorithm in this paper 
is less than 60, so it can be ignored.

After parameter optimization, the clustering performance of different algorithms is 
evaluated by clustering accuracy rate, recall rate and F1 value. Figure 5 shows the com-
parison result of clustering performance of different algorithms. It can be seen from the 
figure that the clustering accuracy of the algorithm in this paper is better than that of 
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other clustering algorithms in the contrast experiment. Figure 6 shows the clustering 
visualization result of different algorithms. The algorithm in this paper improves the 
feature representation in the clustering process of online teaching cases. The text struc-
ture in the original online teaching case text space is not compact enough and the bound-
ary of class cluster is fuzzy. However, with the increase in the number of iterations, the 
class cluster information of online teaching case text sample becomes clear gradually 
until the class cluster shape is compact and dense and the text is clear and separable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Comparison of clustering performance of different algorithms
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Clustering visualization result of the algorithm in this paper

This paper takes concept of introducing teacher’s cases, the purpose of introducing 
cases, the comprehensiveness of cases, the enlightenment of cases, the practicality of 
cases, the authenticity of cases, the dynamics of teaching process and the subjectivity of 
students as independent variables, while uses the application effect of online teaching 
cases after clustering as a dependent variable to carry out multiple linear regression 
analysis. Table 2 gives a summary of evaluation algorithms. From the table, we can see 
that the square value of model R is 0.836, which means that the above independent vari-
ables can explain 83.6% of the change of the application effect of online teaching cases 
after clustering. Table 3 is the result of variance analysis, showing that the algorithm 
has passed verification, which indicates that the algorithm is significant to evaluate the 
teaching results of online teaching cases after teachers use clustering.

Table 2. Summary of evaluation algorithms

R R2 Adjustment R2 Algorithm Error

0.827 0.836 0.751 0.469

Table 3. Result of variance analysis

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P Value

Regression 61.325 7 7.629 36.295 0.014

Residual 24.681 117 0.241

Total 86.914 162

Based on the forced regression method, eight independent variables are introduced 
into the proposed algorithm for overall analysis. Table 4 shows regression coefficients. 
As can be seen from the table, VIF values corresponding to the respective variables are 
all less than 5, verifying that the proposed algorithm does not exist collinearity prob-
lem and autocorrelation problem, there is no correlation between online teaching case 
samples, and the evaluation effect of the algorithm is good. In conclusion, the concept 
of introducing teacher’s cases, the purpose of introducing cases, the comprehensiveness 
of cases, the enlightenment of cases, the practicality of cases, the authenticity of cases, 
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the dynamics of teaching process and the subjectivity of students will have a significant 
positive effect on the application of online teaching cases after clustering.

Table 4. Regression coefficients

Non-Standardized 
Coefficient

Standardized 
Coefficient

r p 95%CI VIF
B Standard 

Error Bate

Constant −0.258 0.261 – −0.947 0.396 −0.625–0.274 –

Concept of 
introducing 
teacher’s cases

0.162 0.015 0.162 2.635 0.062** 0.063–0.285 1.254

Purpose of 
introducing cases

0.195 0.096 0.174 2.947 0.029* 0.014–0.327 1.306

Comprehensiveness 
of cases

0.157 0.035 0.139 2.511 0.017* 0.097–0.275 1.629

Enlightenment 
of cases

0.136 0.024 0.152 2.385 0.006** 0.029–0.281 1.347

Practicality of cases 0.185 0.017 0.186 2.691 0.037* 0.001–0.257 1.518

Authenticity of cases 0.025 0.082 0.058 1.528 0.214** −0.036–0.184 1.256

Dynamics of 
teaching process

0.296 0.067 0.215 3.024 0.026* 0.192–0.327 1.204

Subjectivity 
of students

0.027 0.031 0.069 0.741 0.419** −0.029–0.184 1.371

Note: ** and * respectively represent significant parameter estimates at 5% and 10% levels.

6 Conclusion

This paper studies clustering analysis of online teaching cases and evaluation of teach-
ing results. This paper gives the design flow of online teaching with case teaching as the 
core, proposes a text multi-view clustering algorithm based on case subject alignment, 
and presents a clustering model structure based on subject alignment. What’s more, 
this paper, based on the grey system theory, compares online classroom teaching results 
before and after teachers use clustering algorithm to process teaching cases. Finally, the 
experimental setup is given. Based on the contrast experiment designed for multi-view 
text clustering, the convergence of different clustering algorithms is shown intuitively. 
It is verified that when the number of iterations reaches about 30, the algorithm in this 
paper tends to be stable and the performance index value reaches the optimum. The 
comparison result of text generation performance of different algorithms for online 
teaching case sample set is listed, showing that the performance improvement of the 
algorithm in this paper is more obvious on the sample set 2 where the two views are 
more related. The comparison result of clustering performance of different algorithms 
is given. It is verified that the clustering accuracy of the algorithm in this paper is better 
than that of other clustering algorithms on three sample sets in the contrast experiment. 
The application effect of post-clustering online teaching cases is used as a dependent 
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variable to carry out a multiple linear regression analysis to verify the effectiveness of 
the proposed evaluation method of teaching results.
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